K-4 (Enforcer) Class II Gunboat

Production Data
Origin: Klingon Empire
Class and Type: kl'xenova-class Fast Attack
Year Launched: 2251

Hull Data
Structure: 15
Size/Decks: 3/3
Length/Height/Beam: 56/14/28 m
Complement: 12

Operational Data
Transporters: 1 standard
Cargo Units: 30
Shuttlebay: none
Atmosphere Capable: yes
Separation System: none
Tractor Beams: 1 aft
Sensor System: Class 2 (C)
Operations System: Class 3 (D)
Life Support: Class 3 (D)

Propulsion Data
Impulse System: Type II .5c (A)
Warp System: Type VI 6/7/8 (D)

Tactical Data

Disruptors: Type III (x2) (A)
Penetration: 4/3/2/0/0
Disruptors: Type III (A)
Penetration: 3/2/2/0/0
Deflector Shield: Class 2
Protection/Threshold: 12/1

Miscellaneous Data
Maneuver modifiers: +0 C, +2 H, +1 T
Traits: Enhanced System (Beam Weapon)
Space remaining: 6
Build rules: NG